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For the first time this school year, I have began to endure the rigor of ISM. With a job,                   

track, and homework from other classes, this week was full of late nights and early mornings.                

Thankfully, I stayed motivated along the way and persevered through such a demanding             

schedule. This week’s research focused on NFL Ethics. In 2014, the National Football League              

strengthened their Personal Conduct Policy, in order to minimize unethical off-the-field behavior            

from the players and to save the reputation of the NFL. The policy was developed after an                 

extensive series of meetings with a wide range of experts, including current and former players,               

the NFL Player Association, domestic violence/sexual assault experts and advocates, law           

enforcement officials, and business leaders. The policy primarily lays out a clear series of steps               

to be taken when there is an incident the requires additional reviewing.  

Although, the Conduct Committee, various NFL team owners and NFL Commissioner,           

Roger Goodell, have the final say regarding disciplinary actions, this process does not seem fair,               

due to the bias, favoritism, and politics, that comes into play, while deciding an individual's               

punishment. With that being said, should the NFL revise their Conduct Committee and replace              

them with legal officials? Moving on, this week I encountered a major challenge. I had a very                 

tough time trying to find mentors to contact, because most networks have a generic, contact               

hotlines, as opposed to individual contact information.  

Fortunately, I did overcome this issue by finding contacts that are not solely sports              

broadcasters, but business professionals within the same realm. Overall, this week was a             



successful week, because I learned about NFL Ethics, the day in a life of a female NFL reporter,                  

and different types of journeys to becoming a sports broadcaster, while completing my             

assessment this week. Due to my lifestyle, I still need to work on perfecting my time                

management skills. This way, I can get all my work done, while still getting a good night's rest.                  

Next week’s research will consist of sideline observation strategies and the do’s and don’ts              

during an interview.  

 

 
 
 
 


